World Victory Church
“Fulfilling Your Gift” part 5 Sun Dec 16, 2018

I.

Gifts of Power – Acts 20:7-12
A. Gift of Faith
1. “Special” Faith
- This is more than the measure of faith that is given to every believer
- This faith is given in times where a person’s own faith has reached its
limit. God pours his un-limited ability to complete an impossible task.
2. Gift of faith and working of miracles are closely related with this difference:
a. Gift of faith is a gift of the Spirit given to the believer so he might RECEIVE
a miracle
b. Working of miracles is a gift of the Spirit given to the believer so he might
work a miracle
- One does, the other receives
- Working of miracles employs faith that actively works a miracle
- Gift of faith employs faith the passively expects a miracle
3. Examples: Daniel in the lion’s den; Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego;
raising the dead back to life (God’s super meets your natural = supernatural)
B. Working of Miracles
1. Miracle – Supernatural intervention or interruption in the ordinary course of
nature: an effect or extraordinary even in the physical world that surpassed
all known human or natural power and is ascribed to a supernatural cause.
2. Examples: Moses and the Red Sea; Elijah making an iron head swim; Jesus
feeding the 5000
C. Gifts of healing
1. Gifts (Plural) – There are different kinds of diseases and this gift requires
different gifts within its operation to combat the diversity of diseases.
2. This is a tangible gift that flows through an individual to a person desiring to
be healed (The woman with the issue of blood received from this gift through
the garment of Jesus & He felt the virtue go out of Him to her.)

II.

Gifts of Utterance
A. Gift of Prophecy
1. Prophesy – to flow forth; to bubble forth like a fountain; spokesman for God
2. I Corinthians 14:1-6 (The purpose of prophecy and tongues)
3. Prophecy is supernatural utterance in a known tongue. The purpose is found
in I Corinthians 14:22 (for the believer)

B. Divers Kinds of Tongues
1. This gift is used to speak in a specific language that is unknown to the
speaker but known to a person or persons present.
2. Do not confuse this gift with your personal heavenly language (speaking in
tongues) which is available for every believer.
3. If someone speaks in tongues in a congregation setting and it is not a specific
language to someone, then there would be a need for someone to interpret
by the Holy Spirit so that the whole body would understand and be edified –
tongues and interpretation are equal to the gift of prophecy
C. Interpretation of Tongues
1. I Corinthians 14:26-33
2. The interpretation is received in part (just a few words or sentences….faith is
the key to the whole interpretation)
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